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Chapter 1 : Franklin Goes to School by Paulette Bourgeois
When the first day of school finally arrives, Franklin is so excited he can hardly keep himself in his shell. Subscribe to
Treehouse Direct for new clips, ep.

Games, discussions, artwork, and interviews will keep your pint-sized tykes recalling and enjoying their first
day of school experiences. Adjust these activities for according to your classroom grade level needs. Guiding
Question What makes you nervous? Talk about their responses, why they felt that way, and what made them
feel better. Then ask this collection of anticipation questions. They will serve as a guide while students listen
to the story. Franklin wants to go to school. Franklin is late on his first day of school. Franklin is not hungry
on the morning of his first day, but he eats something anyway. Franklin is good at doodling. If one of the
questions proves to be false, ask them to supply the correct answer from the story. Enjoy your time reading the
story aloud and sharing the pictures with the students. Aside from the first day of school, which other days
might you wake up early and excited? What does Beaver know how to do? How much did you know before
you started school for the first time? Why do we go to school? What did Franklin do on his first day? What
caused Franklin to change his mind about being at school? Use these paired readings to compare and contrast
character responses, experiences with the first day, and personal encounters with the first day, as well as with
the book Franklin Goes to School. Here are a few suggestions.
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Chapter 2 : Franklin Goes to School / Franklin Is Lost | Kanopy
Peppa Pig English Episodes ðŸ”´ LIVE Peppa Pig - Peppa Pig Official Peppa Pig - Official Channel 6, watching Live
now.

List of Franklin characters The main character of the series is Franklin Turtle himself. All episodes and
movies focus on Franklin as the main character. Almost all events are presented directly from his point of
view with some exceptions. There are no stories in which Franklin is not present, though sometimes certain
other characters may take more of a focus. Turtle and his little sister Harriet. Turtle are presented as gentle and
loving parents who provide direction and guidance for Franklin, as well as reasonable discipline when needed.
His sister, Harriet, was born in the film Franklin and the Green Knight and was featured in stories in the fifth
and sixth season of the program. Sam has a mom and a dad but they let her stay in Woodland so she could
visit her Godmother, Lucy. Most of the married couples in Woodland have the two people the same age. And
there are most couples in Woodland have married twin siblings. His other close friend is Snail, a garden snail
who considers Franklin to be his best friend. He is taught by Mr. Owl was called away on a family emergency.
Other characters are seen on the show with less frequency, sometimes only appearing in one or a few episodes.
Woodland[ edit ] Franklin and his friends live in a small, animal-resident village in eastern North America
known as Woodland. The village is small enough that most residents know one another and meet on a regular
basis. There is a small shopping district, some roads with very little traffic , and at least one community
schoolhouse. Oakwood School â€” The schoolhouse in Woodland where Mr. Owl works at and where
Franklin goes to school. Shopping District â€” Woodland is known to have a robust shopping district with an
ice-cream shop, Mr. Franklin and his friends sometimes travel here with their parents, with each other, or even
by themselves. At the time, Franklin was afraid of heights, but got over his fear at the end of the episode after
he helped a tiny bird. Franklin and his friends would then use it for their activities and to hang out. In the
episode "Franklin Plays It Safe", it got destroyed due to falling out of its tree when the branch that was holding
it broke. However, a new one was built at the end. Pond â€” Franklin and his friends often hang out by the
pond, which is attached to a stream. They sometimes go swimming, sit by the pond, or participate in various
activities. Woods â€” Woodland is surrounded on at least one end by forests. A character named Gopher who
appeared in the movie Franklin and the Green Knight is known to live here. They journeyed deep into the
woods where they met several characters and found magic cherry blossoms. Oakwood Ravine â€” Located
within the woods and connected distantly to the playground. The only area in Woodland that is shown to
contain poison ivy. Franklin and Bear went on a hiking trip in the trail once. They expected to find monarch
butterflies in the meadow, but found caterpillars instead. There is a pond here as well. Franklin and Bear try to
skip stones in it, but the stones sink. Village Park â€” Kids go to skateboard here. Playground â€” For the
younger kids such as Harriet and Beatrice. It has a slide, swings and monkey bars. Harriet, Kit, and Beatrice
all enjoy playing here. Tamarack Play Park â€” An amusement park area never seen on the programme, but
referenced. When Franklin is unable to travel there with all his friends, he creates "Turtle Play Park". Thrill
Hill â€” A steep hill that the big kids in town like to skateboard down. Franklin ends up skateboarding down it
accidentally and then is dared to do it again. At first he agrees, but ends up not taking the dare. The name may
be a reference to the song. Sports and games[ edit ] Baseball is seen more often in earlier seasons, with only
sporadic appearances in later episodes. Hockey and soccer are favoured as sports to play. Once, when Franklin
and Bear went to sign up for football, spaces had run out, so they were signed up for basketball instead. It is
featured in several stories, including one in which Skunk is taught by Franklin and Bear how to play. Franklin
also gets to meet a couple of his professional hockey heroes in the fifth and sixth seasons of the programme. In
addition to sports, the characters enjoy a number of games and activities. Harriet and Beatrice enjoy playing
tag and hide-and-seek. And Franklin and his friends enjoy playing knights. Development[ edit ] The
development design of Franklin the Turtle for the animated TV series character, was the achievement of
Canadian Animation artist and Illustrator Kurt Lehner, which he worked on during his time at Nelvana Studios
in These designs were studies taken directly from the Franklin the Turtle book series itself. Though Lehner
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did not continue to work with the "series" design team which was hired after the development process, at that
time he was given the privilege of also designing Beaver, Rabbit and Skunk as well. Franklin and many of his
friends had new voice actors in these new adventures, including award-winning American actor Grant
Eubanks. These new stories saw Franklin facing a flood, worries about the old treehouse, and earning a badge
in a group called the Woodland Trailblazers. For the sixth season Funbag and other animation studios joined
in the development of Franklin. The most recent movie in the series is Franklin and the Turtle Lake Treasure.
Format[ edit ] Franklin is traditionally animated with some computer aid, especially in the later seasons. The
Franklin DVD and video releases include individual stories grouped together as part of a theme, rather than
complete episodes. Many of these scenes featured Otter, a character who left the series early in the first season
and was only seen once more in later seasons. Differences in the colouring of the cartoon can be spotted from
season-to-season. The more recent feature films, most noticeably Back to School with Franklin have a
somewhat different look from the television series. The film Franklin and the Turtle Lake Treasure had
considerably higher production values, with more colour differentiation between the various turtles, higher
quality animation, an overall brighter look, and beautifully painted backgrounds. It also aired on Nickelodeon
as part of the Nick Jr. It even aired on Noggin now Nick Jr. Reception[ edit ] The show was well received by
critics and parents. Joly Herman of Common Sense Media stated in a review, "Franklin is a show that takes for
granted respect for elders and vice versa. Franklin ultimately sets a good example of responsible TV
programming, and it is a rare show that celebrates the innocence of childhood. Franklin page set for February
13, It also premiered in the Singapore on Mediacorp on February 15, In other media[ edit ] Books and
movies[ edit ] Franklin television stories are mostly based on books in the original Franklin Adventure series.
Usually written by Sharon Jennings, these adaptations are shortened versions of what is seen on TV and may
contain non-canon material. Koala introduced as a teacher to Franklin and his friends. In , a new touring show,
"Franklin and The Adventures of the Noble Knights", was developed, and is currently touring in France. The
show is also produced by Koba Entertainment, and presented by Paquin Entertainment. This show toured in
Canada in A soundtrack CD featuring the songs from the programme is now available.
Chapter 3 : Harriet Turtle | Franklin Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Franklin Goes to School (Classic Franklin Stories Book 9) and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle.
Learn more Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.

Chapter 4 : Franklin - Season 1, Episode 3: Franklin Goes to School / Franklin Is Lost - calendrierdelascien
Franklin Goes to School is a classic book that I think all students will love. Franklin goes through some of the same
struggles that actual students go through so it helps the reader to see that these fears do not just happen to them.

Chapter 5 : Franklin Goes to School - Paulette Bourgeois - Google Books
Franklin Season 1 Episode 3 Franklin Goes to School / Franklin is Lost online for Free. Cartoon Tv Show Franklin
Season 1 Episode 3 Franklin Goes to School / Franklin is Lost full episode in HD/High Quality.

Chapter 6 : Franklin (TV series) - Wikipedia
Franklin Goes to School is the 4th episode of Franklin.. Summary. Franklin is excited about the first day of school.
However, he is also scared as to the expectations. He then learns what school is all about and even drew a picture of
his family to take home.

Chapter 7 : Franklin Goes to School | Kids Can Press
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Meant for children ages four to eight, Franklin Goes to School is an excellent book to prepare for the life-changing task
of attending school for the first time or revisiting first day experiences.

Chapter 8 : Franklin Goes to School | Franklin Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Franklin Goes to School by Paulette Bourgeois, Brenda Clark With his new pencil case packed with a ruler, eraser and
12 colored pencils, Franklin is ready for his first day of school â€” until it's time to board the bus.

Chapter 9 : Franklin Goes to School by Paulette Bourgeois | Scholastic
# In "Franklin Goes to School", Franklin is excited about the first day of school. However, he is also scared as to the
expectations. He then learns what school is all about and even drew a.
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